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National Conference Series on Sports for Employment 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, 20th October, 2016 
 
Participants Profile: Additional Skills Acquisition Programme-Govt. of Kerala 
(ASAP), Sports Authority of India, Lakshmibai National College of Physical 
Education (LNCPE), Sports academies and clubs, schools, coaches, athletes 
having performed and won medals at national and international levels.  
 
Venue: Mascot Hotel 
 
Background 
The sport industry today is not only exciting but it is a lucrative and continually 
growing segment of the entertainment, arts, and recreation industry. As a global 
industry that attracts passionate fans, spectators and players throughout the 
world, sports have an enormous impact on people’s lives through education, 
diplomacy, personal achievement, business and overall entertainment. It is 
estimated that the sports industry globally generates between $400 and $425 
billion in revenue annually. Many more billions are generated through related 
industries such as hospitality, event management, and fitness/recreation. 
Segments of the sports industry offer additional avenues for varying career 
paths. For example, sports marketing might include a number of areas from 
product placement, celebrity endorsement, sponsorship sales, merchandising, 
corporate relations, sales activation, and a host of other activities. Numerous 
opportunities and resources exist in both the public and private sector for 
anyone looking to break into this dynamic field.  
In the Indian context, it may already be apparent that India is moving out of the 
shadows and beginning to take noticeable steps into the sports arena.   However 
there is an absence of support system in sports i.e. right kind of coaches, 
academy, event managers, sports goods manufacturers, infrastructure managers 
and developers, administrators, sports scientist, physiotherapists, sponsorship 
experts and so on. Hence there is a demand of sports experts from outside India.  
On the other hand 78% of the children who join school show some interest and 
often, good aptitude for one sport or the other than anything else but they don’t 
pursue their passion because of lack of encouragement and lack of career 
opportunities.  In India, there will be 1.33 million new sports persons by 
2017,which implies India will require a staggering 0.3 Million sports personnel  



               
  
 
 
(support staff) in sports sector. It is now time to revive sports education with a 
holistic approach of training, and fulfil the demand of skilled personnel and 
provide opportunities to youth by giving them right direction and orientation.   
Challenge areas are the lack of professional training or evaluation and therefore, 
lower skills and no acceptability for workforce. Also, most courses are out dated 
and need to be redesigned. There is lack of linkage with the industry. This 
results in poor quality, and most importantly, huge attrition rates because the 
typical sports enthusiast does not see a clearly mapped career linked with 
his/her personal growth through the right kind of training. Though there are 
courses being offered through various physical education and sports institutions 
across diploma, bachelors/ masters/PhD. but these courses do not cover skill 
development relating to the sector need and there is a disconnect between 
requirement of industry, training provided and skills available.   
It is important that key stakeholders in the industry and experts in India should 
work towards setting up a strong base and it calls for a consultative process by 
means of a National Series of Conference on Sports for Employment.  
A total of 10 such conferences have been planned in different areas across India 
in order to interact and collect relevant data from a variety of stakeholders 
connecting the demand and supply sides. This was the fifth in the series; first 
four were organised in Dehradun (31st March, 2016) and Lucknow (29th April 
2016), Agartala-Tripura(11th May, 2016) and Jaipur-Rajasthan(9th July, 2016). 
 

 



               
  
 
 

 



               
  
 
 
Proceedings of the conference:  
 
Inaugural Session:  
• Dr. Reju MT, CEO, Additional Skills Acquisition Program, Government 

of Kerala 
• Wing Commander Shri Satish Aparajit, CEO, Sports, Physical 

Education, Fitness and Leisure Skills Council (SPEFL-SC) 
• Sumit Kumar Agarwal, Founder and CEO, Tanjun Associate LLP & the 

NAUKRIS Skills Consortium. 
• Rekha Dey, India Director, Sports Education Development Australia 

(SEDA) 
 
Speaker: Dr. Reju MT, (IAS) CEO, 
Additional Skills Acquisition 
Programme (ASAP), The Government 
of Kerala  

 Dr. Reju welcomed the esteemed 
guests and all other dignitaries. He 
explained the role of ASAP and its 
intent to support and take initiatives in 

skills development in Sports, Physical education, Fitness and Leisure, a sector 
that has tremendous growth potential in the state of Kerala. He stated that a 
broad spectrum of job roles will come up in this sector and as the state 
department for skills development, ASAP will be keenly looking into various 
opportunities for training Kerala youth. 
  
He thanked Wing Cdr Satish and Mr. Agarwal to have taken this initiative of 
organising the conference down south at the other extreme of the country. He 
said that ASAP resonates with SPEFL-SC’s mandate and will provide all 
possible support to promote skills training of the youth in this increasingly 
growing sector. He mentioned that the summer vacation in Kerala is 5 months 
away and this season they will be very happy to invite training providers to 
conduct short term training courses in this sector, train the trainers, and RPL. 
He also welcomed LNCPE as a part of this event and said that several initiatives 



               
  
 
 
can be taken in the state of Kerala to promote skills development in sports and 
ASAP would be very happy to join hands with LNCPE. 

Following Dr. Reju’s detailed 
introductory presentation a roadmap 
presentation was delivered by Sumit 
Kumar Agarwal, CEO, Tanjun Associate 
and Founder of NAUKRIS Consortium 
explained how an occupational map was 
at the root of all sports related 
development. He emphasized on the 
demand–supply resources of the sports 
industry and explained the job opportunities available in sports sector.  

Courses like Gym Instructor, Physical Activity Trainer, Community Sports 
Coach, Club Manager, Stadia Manager, Sports Masseur, Rafting guide, Sports 
Nutrition, Life guard, Camp Manager–Adventure Camps/ Mountaineering/ 
Trekking, Yoga for sports, Surfing Instructor can be started in Kerala and 
respective job linkages can be developed.  

He explained the role of FICCI, an industry association of repute and its role in 
promoting the SPEFL-SC as its lead partner as well as FICCI’s role in bringing 
valuable industry inputs and validations when needed. He also spoke about the 
NAUKRIS Consortium partners and Tanjun’s initiative in having invited 
Registrar of Exercise Professional (REPS), UAE to collaborate with SPEFL-
SC aligning QP/ NOSs with that of REPs. Once this alignment is done 
formally, it will enable students to apply for jobs in UAE without undergoing 
another training course in that respective country in the Middle East. This is a 
very important step for employment related dialogue in a state like Kerala 
where nearly every home has employment related connections with the Middle 
East. 

Kerala has an extremely high annual tourist footfall, therefore, the adventure 
and leisure sports sector has an unparalleled potential for growth. Young 
entrepreneurs can be trained in various skills within SPEFL’s gamut of 
operations and small business can take shape with the requisite support from 
ASAP and SPEFL-SC.  In terms of occupational mapping, it is the ideal state 
for both wage jobs and entrepreneurship. 



               
  
 
 

Speaker: Wing Commander Satish 
Aparajit, CEO, Sports Physical 
Education Fitness and Leisure Skills 
Council (SPEFL-SC) stated that skill 
based training is needed especially for 
those who drop out of the formal 
education system and it is an 
opportunity for them to attain 
qualifications and enter into the work 
force with a job of their choice and 

dignity. He emphasised that in a state like Kerala with 100% literacy rate, the 
aspirations of youth is far higher. This conference is the beginning of the 
SPEFL-SC to strategize and adequately meet training needs of the state.  
He explained the simple process of registration of training partners with the 
SPEFL-SC and the advantages of Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna 
(PMKVY) scheme. Under PMKVY, the training partner can receive support 
and start training of youth in various sports vocations, which makes sense and 
has employment opportunities in the state of Kerala. The training partners’ 
curriculum or content is mapped with National Occupational Standards (NOS) 
and a third party does the assessment of these trainees. 
 

 
A key achievement of this conference was signing of a Memorandum of Understanding 

between SPEFL-SC and ASAP. (Copy of the MoU attached as Annexure) 



               
  
 
 

Speaker: Ms. Rekha Dey, India 
Director, Sports Education 
Development Australia (SEDA) 
briefly shared about SEDA, its 
objective and programs in Australia 
and India.  

An Audio Visual presentation on the 
activities undertaken by Sports 
Education Development Australia 

(SEDA) in the field of vocational education and training was presented. 

She stated that SEDA is a Training Partner of SPEFL-SC and is conducting 
programs in Delhi, Bhubaneswar, Haryana and Chandigarh. It has collaborated 
with IL&FS Skills to work in Kerala under the ASAP.  

Speaker: Dr G Kishore, Principal, 
LNCPE 

Dr. Kishore welcomed SPEFL-
SC’s initiative to host this 
conference in Kerala. He stated that 
in the present scenario, sports 
industry has emerged as one of the 
most lucrative options in India as 
well as outside. The Industry is 
interdisciplinary and can be divided 
into many segments like Sports Media, Sports Medicine, Sports Team 
Administration and Sports Management.  

Sport management involves combination of skills 
related to planning, organizing, directing, 
controlling, budgeting, leading, and evaluating a 
sports event or activity. Sports management basically 
involves managing a sporting institution or team. 
This career in sports helps to plan, supervise and 
organize all sorts of sporting activities on domestic 
and international levels. Sports management can 
include any function that keeps a sports team 



               
  
 
 
operational and profitable, such as the general care and upkeep of athletes and 
teams, marketing and event planning. Sportspersons or teams generally employ 
sports managers. Sport managers design and manage scientific training 
programmes for sportspeople and may give advice about obtaining sponsors. 
The responsibilities of a sports manager will vary depending on the actual title 
given to the position and the place of employment. Role of sports manager can 
be called as the all-in-one job of a business, marketing and personal agent. 

Sport managers are employed in a variety of 
organizational settings like college sports 
department, professional sports team, 
amateur sports, sport marketing and 
management firms, sport communications 
and news media firms, corporate sponsorship 
and advertising firms, sporting goods 
companies, arenas, stadium, sports 
federations, community recreation sports programs. The sector also needs 
coordinators, sports managers at State/District/Panchayat level for managing 
sports activities. 

Dr. Kishore offered all assistance, guidance and hand-holding to SPEFL-SC 
and all its training providers and invited them to find innovative ways of using 
the huge sports infrastructure of SAI and LNCPE that is available across the 
state. He invited entrepreneurs to come up with solution based proposals to 
make the best of SAI’s presence in the state through its premiere institution, 
The LNCPE. 

  



               
  
 
 
Occupational Mapping pointers: 
The conference enjoyed a large representation and active participation from 
women in the field of sports and they all took initiatives to point out many 
often overlooked occupational gaps. All other participants agreed unanimously 
to most suggestions and healthy debates were witnessed where there were 
differences of opinion. Gender, economic ability, physical challenges, 
geographical relevance were all discussed threadbare in the context of Kerala 
and its future in employability for sports. 

Dr. K.K. Venu, Director (PE) Kerala University specially 
invited the SPEFL-SC to repeat the conference for their affiliated 
colleges and their students. He made an offer to arrange for over 
250 colleges and 3000 students where this innovative 
occupational mapping interactive workshop could bring even 
larger dividend. 

Dr. Jacob George, Associate Professor at 
Mount Tabor Training college actively 
participated in the discussion and brought 
about some serious inputs towards making 
sports more employable in the state and also 
added that SAI’s water sports facilities at 
Aleppey was a good place to start some 
innovative employment based initiatives. 

Mr. S.P. Pillai, HOD, Agriculture College 
who is known for his decades of experience 
as well as his personal leadership roles in 
motivating the entire sports ecosystem in 
Kerala, especially in Pala region of 
Koyyayam made many extremely useful 
contributions in terms of turning traditional 
water and combat sports of kerala into 

employability drivers as they have great global acceptance. 



               
  
 
 

Mr. Deepu, Under Secretary to 
govt & Head finance of ASAP 
assured that the state of Kerala, 
through ASAP, has a reach into 
hundreds of schools where the 
roadmap for sports for employment 
could be shared and the students 
given a clear picture of the career 
pathway that lies ahead for them. 
ASAP expressed their deep desire to 

be in the forefront of such a result oriented initiatives by training providers, 
entrepreneurs and individuals. He said that more gender balance is required in 
the PE teacher’s ecosystem and invited enhanced participation from girls 
through this initiative in schools. 

The presence of research Scholars from LNCPE was enhanced by their 
innovative inputs on the need for sports employment in the areas of sports 
science and sports research, a often overlooked fact by the occupational map. 

Dr. Usha, Professor, LNCPE mentioned that the 
development of QP/NOSs is a great step and for the 
state of Kerala, SPEFL-SC should consider developing 
QP/ NOSs for Markers, Therapeutic horse riding and 
standards inspector for maintaining synthetic surfaces.   

Dr. Ashish Joseph (Assistant Professor PE), of St 
Thomas College, Pala, Kottayam who is a leading and 
successful sports motivator and teacher spoke at length 
about the success of his community funded model of 
infrastructure development. He also reiterated the fact 
that there is a substantial demand for water based 
adventure sports activities in Kerala and these 
activities have a 100% scope for employment. 

  



               
  
 
 

Jyoti Majmudar of Edusports, Bangalore spoke 
about the need for adding levels 1,2, & 3 in the QPs 
so that sports for employment can be initiated at 
school level. SPEFL-SC as well as Dr. Reju of 
ASAP noted this important point for further 
deliberations. 

 
We found a very knowledgeable and 
partcipative speaker in Lt. Dr. George 
Thomas, President, KSAA who drew from 
his own vast experiences in PE over decades 
and drove other participants to don their 
thinking caps aswell. He initiated a dialogue 
on gender balance in PE, field maintenance 
people, markers, lifeguards and the need for 
legacy managers in the state of Kerala. He also stated that there do exist 
underused equipment that are available for these job roles and an innovative 
entrepreneur can find work within the present participant group.  

 
One of the participants made a very relevant 
observation while she was representing a 
nursing skill-training institute that has large 
number of trainees. She said that all nurses 
must be trained for physical fitness and as 
fitness trainers not only to help them through 
their own long hours of duty but to also 
assist patient recovery. 

 
Radha Sukumaran, Hockey coach, SAI 
said that more training is required for 
equipment manufacturers, sports retailers, 
nutrition specialists and equipment 
maintenance personnel. She stressed on the 
need for physiotherapists and sports 
masseurs bringing to notice the fact that 
Kerala already has a large number of 
wellness masseurs who could be trained to deliver sports specific massage. 



               
  
 
 
Wg. Cdr. Satish Aparajit thanked all participants and speakers for an extremely 
meaningful and engaging day full of relevant deliberations towards arriving at 
the occupational map suitable for Kerala. He particularly mentioned and 
appreciated the active involvement of ASAP team in making this conference 
meaningful and a great success and LNCPE for their knowledgeable 
participation and support. 

He particularly thanked Mr. Deepu RK and his team consisting of Mr. Anup, 
Mr. Surin, Mr. Subin, Mr. Justin, Mr. Chandramohan, Ms. Sujitha, Mr. Ashim 
and Mr. Cyril for their overwhelming support and hardwork to make this show a 
success. 

He recaptured the occupational map discussed during the days and made a list 
along with ASAP and promised to continue working in the interest of training 
providers who were genuinely interested in finding employment for young 
sporting aspirants. The roadmap ahead would include: 

1. Water Sports & Kayaking 
2. Surfing and surf boarding 
3. Snorkelling 
4. Adventure Sports 
5. Swimming 
6. Archery 
7. Canoe & boat maintenance 
8. Kaliyaripayattu 
9. Sports Masseur 
10. Track & Turf Maintenance personnel 
11. Lifeguards 
12. Markers 
13. Sports retail Assistant 
14. Archery 
15. Community coaches 
16. Physical activity trainer 
17. Sporting event managers 
18. Sports Journalists 
19. Sports Commentators 
20. Referees & Umpires 

  



               
  
 
 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

 

  



               
  
 
 

Minutes of the conference as captured by LNCPE 

The conference on SPORT FOR EMPLOYMENT was held on 20 October 2016 at Mascot 
Hotel (KTDC), Thiruvananthapuram. Registration for the conference started at 9.30 a.m. 52 
officials including academics, administrators and coaches representing SAI LNCPE & 
various state games and sports associations attended the conference. The facilitating 
speakers for the day were Mr. Sumit Agarwal (CEO, Tanjun Associate & founder NAUKRIS), 
Wg. Cdr. Satish Aparajit-SC (Rtd) (CEO, SPEFL-SC), Dr. Reju M T (CEO ASAP), Ms. Rekha 
Dey (Director, SEDA India) & Dr. G. Kishore (Director& Principal SAI LNCPE). The key 
organiser of the programme was Dr. Reju M T (CEO ASAP). The attendees introduced 
themselves.  

The conference commenced at 10.30 a.m. with the welcome speech by Mr. Sumit K 
Agarwal.  He explained briefly the Employment Opportunities in Sports. The objective of the 
conference was to plan and design programmes that generate employment opportunities in 
the field of sports and to train people to acquire appropriate skills for each job profile. He 
pointed out that skill development was very crucial in generating employment. He discussed 
various challenges in skill building in this field. One of them is the willingness to take up the 
challenge.  People are not willing to acquire knowledge about skill development and they are 
ignorant about the employment opportunities, resource and infrastructure and opportunities 
for further situations. Our country should be more sports friendly and more sport support 
friendly and people should play more to tackle these challenges from the grass roots level. 
ASAP focuses on these challenges and gives importance to the skill development starting 
from school level. The aim is to minimize the conflict of skill development and management of 
sports. The second challenge is the co-operation challenge. There should be enough 
cooperation among various organizations that are managing and teaching sports. 

Mr. Agarwal gave a brief outline of the action plan. It is important to reach out to the 
community for the value addition of the students and volunteers and to educate them about 
various sport friendly life styles through videos, talks and focus group discussion 
participation. There should be enough consultants to provide more support. The academic 
institutions should actively involve themselves in this.  

 
EMERGING SKILLS SCENERIO IN KERALA- Dr. Reju. M. T (CEO ASAP) 
 Dr. Reju explained the background of the development of skill policy of the Govt. of 
Kerala. Only certain organizations were allowed to conduct skill development programmes 
and the social image of the vocational programmes was not very favourable. In 2015 Govt. of 
Kerala set up the Sector Skill Council. The objective of this council was to establish a 
competency for a particular job profile. In collaboration with National Skill Qualification 
Framework (NSQF), the competency mapping was devised. Currently Govt. of India has a tie 
up with other countries based on this skill policy. The major drawback here is the lack of 
institutions to impart skills. Private agencies can be training providers under certain 
regulations put forth by the Govt. of Kerala. This move was very well received and up to 52 
applications were received. Change in the social environment is very important to breach the 
career prejudices.  
 Sports Sector Skill Council proposes a broad spectrum of job roles. Any association 



               
  
 
 
or club can be a training provider for teaching skills in generating employment opportunities 
in the field of sports.  He explained the background and examples of courses on printing and 
plumbing conducted by ASAP in this context. The aim of this council is not to produce 
excellent athletes but to produce more employment opportunities in sports. Trainees and 
sports persons will benefit from this new skill policy. He pointed out that there are certain job 
roles more relevant in Kerala and suggestions about various occupational standards could 
be given for defining the quality of the skills needed for those job roles. Also, certification is 
very important as it explains the competency for that particular job role. This is going to be a 
paradigm shift in the near future. NSQF level will be there as the force to regulate those 
professions without any regulatory bodies. This will create more opportunities in India and 
abroad. Since the relevance of physical fitness and health lifestyles is increasing, various 
programs and designs have to be set up in every district. 
 
INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR SKILL COUNCIL- Wg. Cdr. Satish Aparajit (CEO 
SPEFL-SC) 

Kerala has the highest literacy rate in India. So aspirations of the people need to be 
fulfilled for the skill policy to be well received. Currently, there is no Sports Sector Skill 
Council in Kerala. Facilities of the training centres are very important and this situation is 
currently present in Kerala. Job opportunities in sports are plenty in Kerala, especially in the 
field of water sports. There are people who don’t achieve high, or become dropouts. In such 
cases, the shelf life of a sportsperson is currently very limited in India and they eventually get 
disconnected from sports. He also pointed out the need for appropriate certification to avoid 
exploitation in this area. His talk was followed by a discussion on the need for various 
policies and regulations. The lack of trained personal fitness training was pointed out by the 
attendees. Programmes at the local and community level and empowering the differently 
abled and making them more employable in this area were also discussed  

Dr. Usha Sujit Nair (Associate Professor, SAI LNCPE) pointed out the need for policy 
and regulations in the area of fitness training. Mr. Agarwal explained the current policies of 
the skill sector and the aim to make them mature. There is a Sport Sector Council in Abu 
Dhabi (REPS). Sports skills council has aligned a policy with REPS and the fitness training 
certification has different levels. Soon this will be introduced in India. 

Dr Joselet Charles (Assistant Professor, SAI LNCPE) suggested that such 
programmes will benefit the drop out of sports men from any level to find a job as well as to 
pursue his/her education (like open schools) while in training camps for future placements. 
To make this happen, Dr. Reju pointed out the importance of the conversion of existing 
syllabi of open courses in compliance with that of sports sector skill. Then the certification 
would be valid. So it is necessary to integrate this program with the academic curriculum. 
Mr. Agarwal revealed that integration of programs with the current academic programs will 
be introduced in the near future. The mind-set about the importance of physical education 
needs to be changed for the success of this policy. 

Ms Rekha Dey described that there are opportunities present in Kerala. Skill 
development goes hand in hand with the ongoing activities. Opportunities in sporting 
facilities is immense and there is lack of personnel in management of sporting facilities. Mr 
Agarwal suggested that the schools and institutions that have facilities should let those out 



               
  
 
 
after the working hours to the public to make them more accessible. There is a lack of 
knowledge of the available facilities. Such institutions should become training partners with 
Sports Sector Council to provide skill development programmes. 

Mr. Pazhania Pillai pointed out the importance of employment of experts in the 
preparation and maintenance of sporting facilities. Training in certain areas like marking 
should also be made compulsory. Mr. Agarwal made clear that certain short term courses 
are already provided in some of those areas. He explained that there is a huge job market 
available in this area.  

Dr. Joselet Charles asked the speakers about the ways to generate revenue from the 
existing sporting facilities since year round programmes are important to generate revenue 
and how can the fund be created to maintain those facilities. Ms. Rekha Dey explained that 
the objective of the conference is the integration of education and skills. Utilising the 
facilities is important in maintaining the facilities & revenue will come out of this. 
Organizing and managing events are very important in economic distribution and revenue 
generation. This should start from scratch.  

Partnerships should be made between institutes with sporting facilities and 
associations. Here, ASAP, being outside of the system can help in this integration. If there 
are standardised qualifications for each job role the demand for such jobs will increase. Such 
affiliations will create job roles outside the traditional sector. Collaboration with colleges 
and universities is very important to create skill based programmes. She gave examples of 
courses introduced by SEDA like Surfing Victoria, a 1 week course, for the dropouts in 
Australian universities and how elective and add-on courses introduced students to the 
vocational requirements of certain jobs. She suggested the importance of being present in the 
industry along with academics in giving huge exposure to the students. Understanding the 
importance of physical activity in maintaining helps contribute to the national development. 
The profession of life guarding is very significant in Kerala. She addressed the issue of 
employability of life guards.  
 
HOW TO CREATE JOBS AND REVENUE IN SPORTS –  
AN OPEN DISCUSSION 
 Dr. Usha Sujit Nair suggested that sports tourism is a good idea to create more jobs 
and revenue. Dr. Joselet Charles pointed out the importance of introducing new courses to 
develop skills for certain job roles.  Dr. Ashish Joseph, Assistant professor, St. Thomas 
College, Pala, explained that Kerala is an ideal place for sports tourism due to its 
geographical variations and there is a huge scope for competitive as well as adventure 
sports. Mr. Agarwal pointed out that lifeguarding is not only limited to certain sporting 
activities but also to certain regional festivals like Kumbh Mela and Chatth in India. Dr. 
Usha Sujit Nair suggested the idea of mandatory certification of lifeguarding in institutions 
with facilities along with the academics.  

Dr. Jacob George (Associate Professor, Mount Tabore Training college, 
Pathanapuram) suggested the significance of sports journalism. Training and certifications 
can be given in different areas of sports journalism as well. Mr Agarwal agreed with Dr. 
Jacob George on the importance of the media in promoting local and regional sporting 
activities in creating a global phenomenon. This creates an opportunity for generating 



               
  
 
 
revenue. Certain local and regional sports can also be promoted like this. He cited the 
example of Indian Kabbadi League and the number of opportunities it created. Mr. Johnson 
also pointed out the Aranmula and Uthrattathi boat races that happen every year in Kerala 
which could be promoted well for revenue generation. 

Mr. Agarwal explained the significance of franchising the sporting facilities. He 
pointed out the role of government and the importance of meeting certain guidelines in this 
regard. Government should be a partner rather than an adversary. Reach and penetration of 
government can never be matched with anything else. Also, the idea of training and 
employing sports motivators was suggested by Mr. Agarwal. Currently there is no single 
sports motivator or promoter working in the country. 

Mr. Aparajit described the importance of machinery in maintaining sporting facilities 
as it is a huge revenue generating idea. Those who own the infrastructure can rent it out for 
generating revenue. Outsourcing the sporting facilities is also a good source of income. He 
explained that the urgency of the entrepreneur played a crucial role in implementing the 
programmes. 

Mr. Deepak.T asked the speakers how the certification could be given locally. Mr. 
Aparjit explained that Sports Skills Councils train people and those trainers provide 
adequate training to the students in institutions and certification will be given in fulfilling the 
course requirements. Dr. Joselet Charles asked the speakers about how the verification of 
these certifications could be done. Mr. Johnson explained that since the certification is 
provided by the Govt. of India, no further verification will be required for employment in 
India and abroad.  

Mr. Ashish asked whether a QP could be conducted for honorary positions in the 
sports associations. Mr. Aparajit answered that it could be done. But QP the role of a sports 
administrator could not be made mandatory. Mr. Agarwal explained that skill ministry is an 
independent body operating outside the sports ministry in India. He pointed out a lack of 
retail assistance in the field of sales of sports goods.  

Ms. Jyothi (Edusports) pointed out that the main concern was the employment 
opportunities of students of the current vocational courses. Mr. Vipin answered that there is a 
lack of trained personnel even when job opportunities are created. Public awareness about 
the employment opportunities is nil. Conveying the presence of opportunities to the public is 
very important. There is a lack of competent people for already available jobs in the 
maintenance of facilities.  

Mr. Agarwal explained the importance of focus group discussions from the school 
level onwards for creating awareness about these opportunities. Sports skills can run 
concurrently with other sectors. Sports is integral to any role that demands fitness. There is 
lack of sports personnel in the current scenario and QP is very important for such roles. Ms. 
Jyothi explained that a well-paid job will always be the most sought after. So this should be 
the focus while designing such programmes.  
 The question answer section was concluded with the discussion of the importance of 
networking of professionals currently working in this area.  
The afternoon session commenced at 2 45 pm post lunch with the presentation by Dr. G. 
Kishore (Principal& Director, SAI LNCPE) 
 



               
  
 
 
FUTURE CAREER IN SPORTS: Dr. G. Kishore (Principal& Director, SAI LNCPE) 

Dr. Kishore stated that Government Organisations could play a huge role in the 
future career of sports. Curriculum should address the basics of sports. Sports in India is 
always a part of extra-curricular or co-curricular activities. Kerala is the first state in India 
to integrate sports in education curriculum. The different aspects of sports, physical 
education and basic first aid are integrated. Available facilities have catered to a large youth 
population. The disparity between the number of coaches available and the population in 
India was also addressed. There are no clear statistics available about the data of the sports 
personnel at the local levels. He pointed out that the number of professionals required in the 
field for our population is huge. The need of various sports professionals and various job 
roles were explained. Sports as a career should be encouraged more. He also explained that 
the total number of courses offered in the country is not increasing according to demand. 

Those who excel in sports could make it a good career choice. The trainees should be 
given more motivation and information. Genuine interest and aptitude are also very 
important. Exposure to the sporting environment has a significance too. The sports sectors in 
developed countries show good examples of how tremendous effort and investment can 
generate employment in this field. Health, pleasure in living and empowerment are the by-
products along with the number of employment opportunities that sports generate. Sports 
sector is one of the fastest growing industries in the world. Identification of opportunities in 
the field is the first step. Expertise of the trainees and academicians also play a key role. 
Accountability will increase when trained personnel work in this field. Sports industry has a 
huge number of areas as career choices. Competency can be developed by giving appropriate 
training in each area. He also mentioned top colleges in India offering curses in sports. He 
also explained that it should be ensured that qualified persons are employed at every level in 
this field.  

OPEN DISCUSSION 
Wg. Cdr. Sathish Aparajit asked Dr. G Kishore about the possibilities of sports skill 

council working with institutes like LNCPE. Dr Kishore replied that this collaboration would 
help to equip professionals with adequate skills for employment. Mr. Aparajit asked if any 
trainees from LNCPE would be spared if some courses were introduced. Dr Kishore replied 
positively and said that it would depend on the area of skill development.  

Ms. Rekha Dey mentioned that the greater the number of training partners the better 
would be the system. She asked Dr Kishore if training partners needed infrastructure would it 
be possible to accommodate those who want to work with the Government. Dr Kishore 
replied that only the training partners affiliated with the government will be accommodated 
to work with LNCPE rather than those from the private sector. Ms Rekha Dey explained that 
brining the industry together and creating collaborations would generate jobs as there are a 
lot of opportunities in Kerala. Dr Kishore pointed out the need for further discussions in 
detail and he also explained that course curriculum should be looked into.  

Mr. Agarwal asked about the typical employment students get after completing the 
courses in LNCPE. Dr Kishore explained about the courses conducted in SAI LNCPE. 
Students who complete the bachelors’ degree course are mostly placed in central schools. 
Others go for further studies completing masters and conducting research. Dr. Joselet 
Charles mentioned that most of their students are working in the Middle East in health and 



               
  
 
 
fitness industry. Mr. Agarwal asked about the job roles that can be integrated with the sports 
skill council. Dr Joselet Charles explained that there are certain compulsory electives 
conducted as a part of the course including first aid course and umpire tests. Students 
pursuing master are offered specialization in Biomechanics, Sports Psychology and Sports 
Physiology. He also pointed out the current facilities available in Kerala nearby states. Mr. 
Agarwal explained that the aim of this discussion was to understand the employment and 
infrastructure opportunities available in Kerala. Dr Joselet Charles pointed out the huge 
need of supporting staff if laboratories are set up.  

Mr. Agarwal suggested that field maintenance courses could be introduced with the 
regular courses. Collaboration with institutions like LNCPE will provide infrastructure like a 
ground or a field. Dr Kishore explained that there is no particular training or certification 
done for the ground staff at present. Training can be given to produce more jobs in 
maintaining sports infrastructure. Ms. Rekha Dey explained that the first aid and CPR course 
of NOS is of the introductory level. Mr Agarwal told sports skill council is more interested in 
a support role. Investing in an infrastructure is only important if the infrastructure is not 
available in 5 km radius. There are investors looking out for making 100 crore worth 
investment. Sport is one of the largest industries in India and it is important to create more 
enthusiastic and employable youth. Dr Kishore suggested that such courses can be 
introduced in any centre of SAI.  Mr Agarwal concluded that setting up laboratories in the 
country could produce 2000 jobs. Sports Skill councils are looking forward to making such 
collaborations. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4.00 p.m by Wg. Cdr. Satish Aparajit.  
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